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Abstract We present here a unique oceanographic and meteorological data set focus on the deep con-
vection processes. Our results are essentially based on in situ data (mooring, research vessel, glider, and pro-
filing float) collected from a multiplatform and integrated monitoring system (MOOSE: Mediterranean
Ocean Observing System on Environment), which monitored continuously the northwestern Mediterranean
Sea since 2007, and in particular high-frequency potential temperature, salinity, and current measurements
from the mooring LION located within the convection region. From 2009 to 2013, the mixed layer depth
reaches the seabed, at a depth of 2330m, in February. Then, the violent vertical mixing of the whole water
column lasts between 9 and 12 days setting up the characteristics of the newly formed deep water. Each
deep convection winter formed a new warmer and saltier ‘‘vintage’’ of deep water. These sudden inputs of
salt and heat in the deep ocean are responsible for trends in salinity (3.3 6 0.2 3 1023/yr) and potential
temperature (3.2 6 0.5 3 1023 C/yr) observed from 2009 to 2013 for the 600–2300 m layer. For the first
time, the overlapping of the three ‘‘phases’’ of deep convection can be observed, with secondary vertical
mixing events (2–4 days) after the beginning of the restratification phase, and the restratification/spreading
phase still active at the beginning of the following deep convection event.

1. Introduction

Open-ocean deep convection is a key process that transfers the heat and salt content of the surface layer to the
deep ocean and only takes place in a few regions of the world’s oceans. In addition to polar regions such as the
Labrador [Lazier, 1973; Clarke and Gascard, 1983], the Greenland [Schott et al., 1993], the Weddell and Ross Seas
[Killworth, 1983], open-ocean deep convection can occur in midlatitude regions such as the East/Japan Sea [Kim
et al., 2008], and the Mediterranean Sea (Gulf of Lions, Adriatic Sea, Aegean Sea) [CIESM, 2009]. In the Gulf of
Lions area (northwestern Mediterranean), a basin-scale cyclonic circulation drives a doming of isopycnals, which
helps of the deepening of the mixed layer during intense surface buoyancy loss associated with intense and dry
northerly winds (Mistral, Tramontane). The doming of the isopycnals due to the cyclonic gyre and the high sur-
face buoyancy loss can lead to deep mixing and to the formation of the Western Mediterranean Deep Waters
(WMDW). The pioneer experiment dedicated to the study of open-ocean deep convection in the Gulf of Lions
identified three phases of convection (the preconditioning phase, the intense vertical mixing phase, and the
restratification phase with the spreading of the newly formed deep water) [MEDOC Group, 1970]. Recently, sever-
al studies illustrate the role of deep convection on transfers of biogeochemical components to the deep water
such as oxygen and inorganic and organic matter, contributing to the ventilation and the ‘‘feeding’’ of the deep
pelagic and benthic ecosystems [Stabholz et al., 2013; Tamburini et al., 2013]. The deep vertical mixing also
impacts the upper ocean through the supply of nutrients from the deep ocean to the euphotic layer [Severin
et al., 2014], and is a control parameter of the phytoplankton phenology [Lavigne et al., 2013].
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The significant interannual variability of the convective activity in the Gulf of Lions [Mertens and Schott,
1998; L’H�ev�eder et al., 2013] leads also to an interannual variability of thermohaline characteristics of the
WMDW. The evolution of the WMDW thermohaline characteristics formed by deep convection could
explain the long-term warming and salting trends observed in the deep layers of the Western Mediterra-
nean (WMED) by several authors [Bethoux et al., 1990, 1998; Leaman and Schott, 1991; Rohling and Bryden,
1992; Krahmann and Schott, 1998; Rixen et al., 2005; Vargas-Yanez et al., 2010a,2010b]. The storage of heat,
salt, and other properties in the deep layers and their distribution over time and space are of crucial impor-
tance for the evolution of this physical-biogeochemical coupled system over the long-term. It is crucial to
understand and correctly model this phenomenon in the context of climate change studies.

The deep convection phenomenon is very variable as illustrated by the abrupt changes in WMDW charac-
teristics and stratification, referred as the Western Mediterranean Transition [CIESM, 2009], which occurred
during winters 2004–2005 and 2005–2006 [L�opez-Jurado et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 2006, 2008a; Font et al.,
2007; Smith et al., 2008; Zunino et al., 2012]. These changes were related to intense deep water formation
events that occurred in the Gulf of Lions region and in the Ligurian subbasin. Moreover, different studies
highlight that dense shelf water formation and cascading through the canyons of the Gulf of Lions and
Catalan margin can be sometimes important in changing the WMDW stratification and the bottom water
mass characteristics, and especially in 2005 [Salat et al., 2006; Canals et al., 2006; Durrieu de Madron et al.,
2013; Puig et al., 2013b].

Three causes for such intense deep convection events were identified. First, winter 2004–2005 was one of
the coldest and driest winters of the last 40 years [L�opez-Jurado et al., 2005]. Second, Gasparini et al. [2005]
showed the appearance of a h-S anomaly in the Eastern Mediterranean Deep Waters (EMDW) flowing west-
ward through the Sicily channel to the deep Tyrrhenian subbasin, linked to remarkable injection of heat
and salt due to the Eastern Mediterranean Transient (EMT) [Klein et al., 1999; Lascaratos et al., 1999;
Malanotte-Rizzoli et al., 1999]. The propagation of this h-S increase from the Eastern Mediterranean could
have induced a warming and salting of the intermediate layers of the northwestern Mediterranean
[Schroeder et al., 2010]. Modeling studies [Herrmann et al., 2010] moderate the role of the EMT: a high vol-
ume of newly formed waters in 2005 but a number of weak deep convection events before winter 2005
could have been effective in inducing a more pronounced Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) layer, as well
as enhanced heat and salt content at intermediate depths. Grignon et al., [2010] suggested that even a nor-
mal winter would have led to an intense deep convection in 2004/2005 due to a low pre-winter stratifica-
tion. Moreover, the high interannual and decadal variability of the potential temperature (h) and the salinity
(S) of Atlantic surface water in the Gulf of Lions [Vargas-Yanez et al., 2010b] can also influence the intensity
of deep convection in these years [Rixen et al., 2005].

The intense winter mixing of 2005 is just an example of the deep convection variability. Different observa-
tional and modeling works on Open-Ocean Deep Convection were conducted since the 1970s [see Marshall
and Schott, 1999 for a review], and the main drivers of the deep convection variability are not yet well
defined. Part of it can be explained by the absence of long-term observatory system, and by the fact that
we do not know enough the role of the processes involved, particularly at the small scales, which need to
be accurately represented in modeling studies. In this article, we will address some of the open questions
related to the variability of the deep ocean convection: What are the spatiotemporal scales associated with
deep convection? How varies deep convection on an interannual basis? Are the increasing trends in poten-
tial temperature and salinity of the WMDW related to deep convection?

We present the recent results on deep convection observed from 7 years (2007–2013) of hydrological and
hydrodynamical measurements of the LION mooring line, the MF-LION meteorological buoy and Conductivity-
Temperature-Depth (CTD) data collected from research cruises, gliders, and profiling floats (section 2). The meth-
ods used to estimate the mixed layer depth, and the heat, salt, and buoyancy contents are presented in section
3. The results mainly derived from observations at the LION mooring line are described in section 4.

Among the 6 years of data available, the November 2009 to December 2010 period is described in detail in
section 4.1. During this period, observations provided an invaluable description of the three overlapping,
but dominating successively, phases of this representative case of deep convection. In this section, we high-
light the variability of the mixed layer which can go from 150 to 2300 m in a couple of months, the intense
vertical mixing events and the changes in the h-S characteristics of the water column.
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The temporal and spatial characteristics of the different winters from 2008 to 2013 are presented in section
4.2. In addition, to present the temporal and spatial scales, we also discuss their similarities/differences and
assess the role of atmospheric forcing and water column stratification on the triggering of deep convection.

The strong buoyancy losses and the mixing of the water column directly impact the thermohaline characteristics
of the newly formed deep water. In section 4.3, we discuss the 6 year evolution of their h-S properties, together
with the temporal scales associated with the evolution of the heat, salt, and buoyancy contents during the dif-
ferent phases of the deep convection are presented in section 4.3. Mooring data and CTD profiles from summer
cruise clearly indicate how the successive events of deep convection produce different ‘‘vintages’’ of WMDW,
inducing a warming and a salt increase of the deep (1000–2300 m) northwestern Mediterranean.

2. Data

2.1. LION Mooring Line
A multiplatform and integrated monitoring system was setup in the framework of the Mediterranean Ocean
Observing System for the Environment (MOOSE, http://www.moose-network.fr) to continuously monitor the
deep water formation processes in the Gulf of Lions since 2007. Due to the important role of deep convec-
tion on climate and ecosystems, this observing system constitutes the multiyear observational system of
the international and multidisciplinary programs HyMeX (Hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean Experi-
ment) [Drobinski et al., 2014] and MERMeX (Marine Ecosystem Response in the Mediterranean Experiment)
[MERMEX Group, 2011]. MOOSE combines Eulerian observatories and autonomous mobile platforms (gliders,
profiling floats): (1) to observe the long-term physical and biological evolution of the NW Mediterranean
Sea in the context of the climate change and anthropogenic pollution (metals, oil, hormones, organic com-
pounds, plastics); (2) to detect and identify long-term environmental anomalies; and (3) to build efficient
indicators of the status of the pelagic planktonic ecosystem in the Northwestern Mediterranean.

The LION mooring [Testor et al., 2016] is located in the center of the convection zone at 42.038N, 4.688E (Fig-
ure 1) where the seabed is found at a depth of 2300m. The mooring position is about where the center of
the deep convection area is supposed to be [MEDOC Group, 1970; Leaman and Schott, 1991; THETIS Group,
1994]. There were seven deployments (we refer in the following as LIONX to indicate each deployment,
where X, from 1 to 7, indicates the different deployment) during which the line was gradually equipped
between September 2007 and July 2013 with initially 8 and finally up to 26 instruments. The evolution of
the instrumented line over the years is presented in Table 1. Details about the instruments (sampling, data
gap) and the calibration are given in Appendix A.

2.2. M�et�eo-France Meteorological Buoy Data
The M�et�eo-France meteorological buoy MF-LION, located at 42.068N 4.658E (i.e., 4–4.5 km from the deep
mooring location) provides atmospheric observations of surface pressure, wind, air temperature, humidity,
radiative fluxes, and sea surface temperature and salinity. In addition, a 250 m instrumented line was
installed below the surface buoy since November 2009 and is currently equipped with 20 temperature sen-
sors between 5 and 250 m depth below the sea surface. The evolution of the sensors on the line is shown
in Table 2. These NKE sensors measure ocean temperature with a precision of 0.18C, actual depth with a pre-
cision of 0.5 m and are calibrated after every recovery and before every release. Two additional SeaBird
SBE37 CTDs were installed at 2 m depth since September 2011 and at 120 m depth since January 2013
(Table 2).

2.3. CTD Profile Data
From 2007 to 2013, CTD profiles from research vessels were collected during several oceanographic cruises
(DOCONUG2007, DOCONUG2008, 42N5E, MOOSE-GE2010, CASCADE, MOOSE-GE2011, MOOSE-GE2012,
DOWEX2012, DEWEX2013, MOOSE-GE2013, and DOWEX2013) that took place in the northwestern Mediter-
ranean. In total, 385 CTD stations were carried out in the Gulf of Lions area (between 418N/448N and
38E/78E) and more particularly we use 69 CTD casts located at less than 30 km from the LION mooring
(Figure 1).

During all the cruises, pressure, temperature, and conductivity were measured with a CTD Sea-Bird SBE
911plus. Water samples were collected and analyzed with a Guildline Autosal salinometer to calibrate the
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CTD conductivity sensor. The final accuracy is estimated to be 60.004 for salinity and 60.0018C for potential
temperature.

For the period 2007–2013, gliders [Testor et al., 2010] were intensively used in the framework of several
European and national projects (see Everyone’s Gliding Observatories (EGO) http://www.ego-network.org.).
Glider profiles were considered as vertical and were checked with quality control procedures defined in the
EU FP7 GROOM project. Repeated glider surveys over the Gulf of Lions were conducted between 2007 and
2013, with 38 deployments between January 2007 and August 2013 corresponding to 11,860 profiles (3410
profiles corresponding to 29 deployments were made at less than 30 km around the LION mooring, Figure
1). The calibration of the gliders CTD relies on nearby CTD casts from research vessels and the LION mooring
line data (see more details in Bosse et al. [2015]).

In addition to the shipborne and the glider CTD casts, about 2500 Argo profiles were collected during the
same period (2007–2013), 32 were in the vicinity of the mooring (Figure 1). We used in this analysis only the
data flagged as ‘‘good’’ by the Coriolis Data Center (http://www.coriolis.eu.org/).

Figure 1. (top left) Mooring designs with the different water masses (AW: Atlantic Water, WIW: Winter Intermediate Water, LIW: Levantine
Intermediate Water, (o/n)WMDW: (old/new) Western Mediterranean Deep Water). (top right) Map of the northwestern Mediterranean.
(bottom) Map of all the CTD profiles position (research vessel, glider, profiling float) used in this study. (top right) The general circulation
patterns are shown in red with the Northern Current flowing along the shelf break from the Ligurian Sea to the Balearic Sea, and the North
Balearic Front indicated as an arrow with dashed lines. Prevailing northwestern (Tramontane) and north (Mistral) winds are shown in blue.
The dashed yellow line shows the area of Open-Ocean Deep Convection and the purple-dashed line indicates the area of dense water on
the shelf. The inset map indicates the different geographic regions described in the manuscript (TY: Tyrrhenian Sea, SC: Sicily channel
which separates the Western Mediterranean Sea from the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, EMED).
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2.4. Miscellaneous Data (ERA-Interim Atmospheric Reanalysis, Ocean Color Images)
2.4.1. ERA-Interim Reanalysis
In this study, we are interested to discuss the daily evolution of the mixed layer depth compared to the sur-
face buoyancy and heat losses. In addition, we also want a flux-product to compare different winters with
each other. We choose to use the ERA-Interim reanalysis essentially because of these two aspects: the chro-
nology of the flux at a daily scale and the long-term temporal homogeneity [Herrmann et al., 2011]. More-
over, the four components of the net heat flux are calculated in a consistent way, at the same time.

Based on the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) numerical weather predic-
tion model, the ERA-Interim reanalysis data set contains consistent atmosphere and sea surface analyses for
the period starting in 1979 [Dee et al, 2011]. The reanalysis makes use of the ECMWF Integrated Forecast
System at T255 spectral resolution (80 km horizontal resolution) with 91 vertical levels. We considered here
the daily fields of the air-sea fluxes (downward and upward short-wave radiation, downward and upward
long-wave radiation, latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, total precipitation, and evaporation) in order to
compute the daily net heat flux (Qnet) and the net freshwater flux out of the ocean.
2.4.2. Ocean Color Images
The 8 day Level 3 standard mapped images of MODIS Aqua surface chlorophyll concentration at 4 km reso-
lution were obtained from the NASA web site (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/) for the 2007–2013 period.

3. Methods

3.1. Estimation of the Mixed Layer Depth
Since the buoy oceanographic sensors and the deep mooring instruments are not the same, the resolution and
the accuracy of the different sensors are also different (see Tables 1 and 2). Initially, observations of the deep

Table 1. Details of the Instruments Shackled to the LION Mooring Line From 2007 to 2013

Deployment Name LION1 LION2 LION3 LION4 LION5 LION6 LION7

Date 9 Sep 2007
27 Mar 2008

28 Mar 2008
21 Sep 2008

24 Sep 2008
5 Apr 2009

27 Oct 2009
23 Jun 2010

23 Jun 2010
12 Jun 2011

13 Jun 2011
25 Jul 2012

25 Jun 2012
17 Jun 2013

Temperature
Sensor

Type RBR
TR-1060

RBR
TR-1050/1060

RBR
TR-1050/1060

RBR
TR-1050/1060

RBR
TR-1050/1060

Seabird
SBE56

Seabird
SBE56

Nominal
depth (m)

250–350–
500–600

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650

150–200–230–
250–350–400–

450–550–600–650
Sampling 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s

Conductivity-
Temperature-

Type Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Seabird
SBE37SM

Depth sensor Nominal
depth (m)

170–700–1500–
2300

170–300–500–
700–1500–2300

170–300–500–
700–850–1100–

1300–1500–1750–
2000–2300

170–300–500–
700–850–1100–

1300–1500–1750–
2000–2300

170–300–500–
700–850–1100–

1300–1500–1750–
2000–2300

170–300–500–
700–850–1100–

1300–1500–1750–
2000–2300

170–300–500–
700–850–1100–

1300–1500–1750–
2000–2300

Sampling 6 min 6 min 3 min/6 min 3 min/6 min 3 min/6 min 3 min/6 min 3 min/6 min

Current
meter

Type Aanderaa
RCM9

RDI
ADCP

Aanderaa
RCM9

RDI
ADCP

Nortek
Aquadopp

Nortek
Aquadopp

Nortek
Aquadopp

Nortek
Aquadopp

Nortek
Aquadopp

Nominal
depth (m)

1000 2300 1000 2300 150–250–500–
1000

150–250–500–
1000–2300

150–250–500–
1000–2300

150–250–500–
1000–2300

150–250–500–
1000–2300

Sampling 30 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 30 min. 30 min 30 min

Table 2. Details of the Instrument Mounted on the MF-LION Surface Buoy From 2009 to 2013

Date
13 Nov 2009
2 Mar 2010

2 Mar 2010
5 Nov 2010

5 Nov 2010
17 Jun 2013

NKE SP2T
Temperature Sensor

Nominal depth (m) 10–20–50–100–200 10–200 5–10–15–20–25–30–35–40–
50–60–70–75–80–90–100–

120–150–175–200–250
Sampling 5 min 5 min 5 min

SBE37
Seabird CTD

Nominal depth (m) n.a. n.a. 2 (since 28 Sep 2011),
120 (since 30 Jan 2013)

Sampling n.a. n.a. 10 s
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mooring line and the buoy sensors are
merged, and a linear interpolation in time
and along the vertical coordinate results
in potential temperature profiles gridded
on 1 m bins, every 30 min. Because of the
different accuracy of the sensors in the
upper and in the deep parts of the water
column and the weak deep stratification
(from a depth of 1000 m to the bottom),
we adopt a double criterion to estimate
the mixed layer depth.

The Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) is calculated for the first 300 m of the upper water column using a potential
temperature criterion Dh1 5 0.18C and a reference level at 10 m. If the MLD calculated with the Dh1 criterion
is deeper than 300 m, we used a second criterion Dh2 5 0.018C and a reference level at 300 m to define the
MLD. This second criterion is required to define a more accurate MLD, as potential temperature gradients at
the base of the ML can be smaller than dh1 5 0.18C in winter when the mixing exceed 1000 m depth (see
Appendix B for details).

There was no instrument below the MF-LION surface buoy before November 2009, only the sea surface
temperature sensor at 1 m depth could be used in the MLD calculation. Due to the low accuracy of this sen-
sor, we had to calculate the MLD in the first 300 m using a criterion Dh1 5 0.68C and a reference level at
1 m. If the MLD is deeper than 300 m, we used as for the 2009–2013 period, a secondary criterion
Dh2 5 0.018C and a reference level at 300 m depth to calculate the MLD below 300 m depth (Table 3;
Appendix B for more details).

3.2. Estimation of the Heat and Salt Contents of the Water Column
The vertical resolution of CTD measurements below the MF-LION buoy and along the LION mooring line
enables heat or salt budget calculations for specific water masses. Merging data from both sources, there
are 5–17 additional potential temperature levels in the first 150 m since 2009 and two additional salinity lev-
els (at 2 m depth since 2011 and 120 m depth since 2013), compared to the number of sensor levels on the
LION mooring line alone.

Observation levels have been distributed throughout the water column to reflect an optimized sampling
along the vertical of climatological profiles. Since 2009 with 20 potential temperature levels and 10 salinity
levels, distances between potential temperature levels are about 50 m in the upper 700 m of the water col-
umn and about 250 m deeper down. Distances between salinity levels are about 250 m throughout the
water column. Before budget calculations, we performed a linear interpolation of potential temperature
and salinity versus depth to obtain 1 m resolution profiles from the surface (2 m) to the seabed (2300 m)
every 30 min.

To quantify the error in heat or salt budget in a specific layer due to this linear interpolation, we use a refer-
ence database created from 1 m-binned CTD profiles (from research vessels, gliders, and profiling floats)
carried out in a 30 km radius (typical scale of the mesoscale processes in summer in the deep convection
area) centered on the mooring.

We estimate the error due to the vertical interpolation, for each different configuration of the deep mooring
and surface buoy arrays (shown in section 4.3.1). By taking into account the data availability of the merged
mooring-buoy line, we get 33 different configurations between September 2007 and July 2013 for the daily
data. For each layer and for each time step (daily), a reference profile is chosen as the most stratified profile
in a specific time window (2 months for the 1–200 m, 200–600 m, and the 600–1000 m layers; 6 months for
the deepest layers: 600–2300 m and 1000–2300 m). If there is no profile available during this time window,
we choose the most stratified profile from a climatology created from the 6 years of data, using the same
time window but on climatological month. We calculate the error in potential temperature, salinity, and
potential density as the difference between the high-resolution profile and the same profile subsampled at
the mooring vertical resolution and linearly interpolated.

Table 3. Criterion Used to Calculate the Mixed Layer Depth at the LION Site

2007–2009
(No Temperature
Data in the First

150 m, Except SST)

2009–2013
(Temperature

Sensors Between
1 and 200 m)

MLD< 300 m Dh1 5 0.68C,
reference level: 1 m

Dh1 5 0.18C,
reference level: 10 m

MLD >5 300m. Dh2 5 0.018C,
reference level: 300 m
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3.3. Estimation of the Integrated Buoyancy Content of the Water Column
The influence of the water column stratification on the deep convection occurrence can be explored using
a 1-D approach, where only the surface buoyancy flux drives overturning and deepens the mixed layer (i.e.,
when the surface buoyancy flux is positive, buoyancy is removed from the ocean, the water gets denser,
and deepening of the mixed layer convection arises). Grignon et al. [2010] and L’H�ev�eder et al. [2013] used
this approach in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea. Lilly et al., [1999] followed the same assumptions to
study the mixed layer property evolution in a h-S space in the Labrador Sea.

In our study, this 1-D approach is used during the period going from the end of the preconditioning period
(November) to the beginning of the restratification (corresponding in our case to end of February). At that
time of the year, the mooring area is dominated by vertical mixing and away for the boundary circulation
where the horizontal currents are known to be intense and mostly oriented along the bathymetry (f/H con-
tours).Thus, the main lateral contribution is due to eddies. Following a method described in Lilly and Rhines
[2002] and Lilly et al. [2003] to detect eddies from mooring currents time series, Houpert [2013] detected
more than 30 eddies between October 2009 and July 2012. Over this whole time period, eddies are present
about 10% of the time at the mooring. Some of those eddies could have been identified as Submesoscale
Coherent Vortices (SCVs) described by McWilliams [1985]. These SCVs induce the propagation of columnar
buoyancy perturbations typically of 0.05–0.15 m2.s22 as discussed in Bosse et al. [2016]. The eddy-induced
buoyancy flux would then represent about 0.5–1.4% of the total integrated buoyancy flux over the winter
(typically 1.15 m2.s22). Therefore, eddy lateral buoyancy fluxes can be considered, at the first order, as negli-
gible effect on the buoyancy content budget of the deep convection zone.

In this work, we will further examine into details IS(1000) the columnar buoyancy of the first 1000 m and
compare it to the integrated surface buoyancy losses from 1 November to the end of February. The meth-
odology used to calculate this stratification index is detailed in Appendix C.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Water Column Variability and Transients in the Deep Convection Area in 2009/2010
Among the 6 year time series available, a specific focus on the November 2009 to July 2010 period is made. For
the first time, the MF-LION surface buoy was equipped with subsurface temperature sensors. The LION mooring
was fully instrumented and for the first time monitored the preconditioning, the intense vertical mixing, and the
spreading/restratification phases. As for the winters of deep convection (2009, 2011, 2012, 2013), intense deep
vertical mixing is observed during winter 2010, as revealed by the complete homogenization of the water col-
umn during the month of February 2010 (Figures 2a–2c), and the strong vertical currents (Figure 3c).
4.1.1. Evolution of the h-S Characteristics of the Mixed Layer and the Water Column During a Deep
Convection Event
4.1.1.1. The Deepening of the Mixed Layer
In September, the monthly net heat flux is close to 0 W.m22. The strong heat loss starts to increase later in Octo-
ber and November. The negative heat fluxes (Figure 3d) result in gradually cooling surface layers (Figure 2a), and
in mid-December the first 200 m of the water column is fully mixed (Figure 2a), indicating a mixed layer reaching
200 m. At the end of December and beginning of January, the upper sensor (at 170 m, dark blue line in Figures
2b and 2c) records a potential temperature (salinity) dropping rapidly to 13.058C (38.4). This different water mass
can be seen more clearly on a h-S diagram, where it has a very distinct signature, colder, and fresher (Figure 4b1),
compared to the ‘‘classical’’ Atlantic Water (AW) that can be found usually in this area in the surface layer (Figure
4a1). The arrival of this new water mass corresponds to an increase in the horizontal velocities, with intensifica-
tion in the upper part of the water column (see current meter at 250 m in Figure 3b). This could be the signature
of mode waters, the Winter Intermediate Water (WIW) [Millot, 1999] formed around the mixed patch and being
advected into the deep convection area, where the surface waters are usually saltier.

After this first period of strong cooling (drop of �0.38C at 170 m), the mixing goes deeper with strong verti-
cal currents detected at 250 m (�15 cm.s21) and 500 m depth (�5 cm.s21) from 9 to 12 January (Figure 3c),
associated with strong daily heat losses (�2800 W.m22, Figure 3d). The warm and salty LIW is therefore
entrained by the vertical mixing, resulting in a decrease in potential temperature and salinity at 300 and
500 m depths (see blue and cyan lines in Figures 2b and 2c). At the same time, the heat and salt content of
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the LIW is vertically homogenized within the surface layer and this induces an increase of potential temper-
ature and salinity in the mixed layer above (Figures 2a and 2b, dark blue line).

From 15 to 23 January, the atmospheric forcing and the vertical mixing weaken with less intense vertical
velocities (Figure 3c) and potential density in the upper ocean layer stops increasing (Figure 3a). Between
23 and 26 January, a sharp increase in potential temperature (0.28C) and salinity (0.1) at 170 m depth indi-
cates the entrainment of LIW in the mixed layer. At that time, the MLD reaches 800 m (Figure 3e). The deep-
ening of the mixed layer, not related to a parallel increase of the vertical velocity, could indicate that this
signal corresponds to the advection of a homogeneous water column in the area rather than a local forma-
tion in a 1-D framework.

From 27 to 29 January, the mixed layer deepens more than 500 m. The event is associated with an increase
in surface heat loss and vertical velocities (more than 5 cm.s21 at 250, 500, and 1000 m depth). The vertical
mixing increases until the MLD reaches 2000 m on 1 February (Figure 3e). Vertical mixing stops for a couple
of days on 3 February, at the same time that atmospheric heat loss decreases (Figures 3c and 3d). However
on 5 February, an important increase in potential temperature (0.048C) and salinity (0.01) is recorded at
2300 m depth (Figures 2d and 2e), which indicates that the mixed layer, saltier and warmer than the deep
waters, reaches the seabed. At that time, the potential density of the bottom water is still the same
29.111 kg.m23 (Figure 2f). When the mixed layer reaches the deep layer, the colder and fresher deep waters
associated with old WMDW (Figures 4a2 and 4b2) are transformed, through this heat and salt input coming
from the mixed layer, into a new water mass (Figure 4c2). At that time, no sign of violent mixing at great
depths can be found, as shown by weak vertical velocities measured at 1000 m depth (Figure 3c).
4.1.1.2. Deep Convection Down to the Bottom
On 10 February very strong heat losses (daily values exceed 2600 W.m22) induce violent vertical mixing,
with the strongest vertical currents recorded during this winter at 250, 500, and 1000 m depth (Figures 3c
and 3d). Vertical speeds sporadically exceed 110 and 215 cm.s21.
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From 10 to 13 February, the potential temperature of the whole water column decreases by more than
0.028 (Figures 2d, 4c2, and 4d2), due to the strong heat losses and to the fact that the deepening of the
mixed layer is constrained by the seafloor. During the same period, the salinity does not present any detect-
able change. The winter buoyancy fluxes are largely dominated by the heat fluxes [Grignon et al., 2010], so
the salinity of the newly formed deep water is mostly set by the salt content of the water column before
the deep convection, while its potential temperature results from a combination of the initial heat content
of the water column and of the surface heat fluxes.

On 16 February, one day after the end of the violent vertical mixing phase, horizontal currents increase,
reaching 30–38 cm.s21 between 170 and 1000 m deep and 20 cm.s21 at 2300 m (Figure 3b). This increase
of the horizontal velocities occurs after the water column reached its highest density level of the whole year
(Figure 3a), and can be seen as an adjustment of the ocean: once the atmospheric forcing stopped, the
potential energy gained by the water column during the whole vertical mixing period is converted into
kinetic energy.
4.1.1.3. End of the Deep Convection and Horizontal Homogenization
After the last event of strong vertical mixing (12 March), the water column stratification progressively
increases (Figure 3a). Thanks to surface heat gain (Figure 3d) and advection of light waters near the surface
[Leaman and Schott, 1991; Schott et al., 1996; Herrmann et al., 2008], vertical gradients of potential tempera-
ture, salinity, and density increase inside the water column. Potential temperature difference between the
surface and 200 m depth starts to be higher than 18C on 20 April (Figure 2a). First May, the potential tem-
perature difference between the surface and 200 m depth reaches 38C (Figure 2a). From mid-April to the
end of May, the potential temperature stratification in the upper 200 m fluctuates between 0.005 and
0.0158C.m21 (Figure 2a). The scale of variability associated with these changes in the upper ocean stratifica-
tion (Figure 2a) is typically of 5–10 days and are similar to the scale of variability observed in the horizontal
velocities at all levels (Figure 3b). This suggests an important role of submesoscale and mesoscale circula-
tion features such as eddies during the restratification phase [Houpert 2013; Bosse et al., 2016]. Similar
eddies were also observed in other places such as the Labrador Sea [Lilly and Rhines 2002; Lilly et al., 2003;
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H�at�un et al., 2007; De Jong et al., 2014] or the Irminger Sea [Fan et al., 2013], where they play an important
role in the restratification of the deep convection area.

The Levantine Intermediate Water (between 200 and 500 m deep) is easily distinguishable in the Gulf of
Lions, because of its maximum in salinity. On a h-S diagram, this water mass can be found between a poten-
tial density anomaly of 29.05 and 29.10 kg.m23, as a maximum salinity and a local maximum in potential
temperature (Figure 4a1). The LIW is completely mixed during deep convection events (Figures 4d1, 2b,
and 2c), but, as soon as the atmospheric forcing stops (the net heat flux becomes positive), the strong hori-
zontal mixing associated with mesoscale features (Figure 3b), brings back the LIW into the deep convection
area, such as on 17 March (Figure 4g1, 2b, and 2c).
4.1.2. Vertical Mixing and Convective Plumes
The LION mooring offers for the first time a complete year of observation of the deep convection process.
The significant vertical velocities observed during the intense vertical mixing phase exceed 110 and
215 cm.s21, and are in agreement with previous observations of convective plumes of horizontal scale of
1 km characterized by downward vertical velocities up to 10 cm.s21. These small-scale features were first
observed using isobaric floats [Voorhis and Webb, 1970], then using moored ADCPs [Schott and Leaman,
1991; Schott et al., 1996]. More recently, downward vertical velocities up to 10 cm.s21 were indirectly
inferred using gliders [Merckelbach et al., 2010; Frajka-Williams et al., 2011; Bosse et al., 2014]. Theses plumes
act at short temporal and spatial scales and result in the mixing of the properties over the convection area.

If the spatial (single-point) and temporal (30 min) sampling of the current meters on the mooring is not
enough to resolve the convective plumes (diameter of 800–1000 m in the Gulf of Lions) [Marshall and Schott
1999], the h-S sensors of the mooring seem to give us some clues about the presence of convective plumes
which may have decelerated and do not have vertical velocities anymore. This detection is possible particu-
larly at the beginning of the intense vertical mixing phase, when the area is not completely mixed, and the
old deep water can still be distinguished from the newly formed deep waters. On 7 February and 8 February,
two isolated peaks in potential temperature and salinity can be distinguished at 2300 m (Figures 2d and
2e). The length of these peaks is, respectively, 12 h and 6 h, while the mean horizontal velocities associated
with these events are, respectively, 6 and 14 cm.s21, without associated vertical velocities. These high-
frequency events seen in the potential temperature and salinity bihourly time series (Figures 2d and 2e) are
certainly related to the presence of small-scale plumes, already observed in Greenland Sea [Schott et al.,
1993] and in the Gulf of Lions [Schott and Leaman, 1991; Schott et al., 1996], which act as a mixing agent
[Send and Marshall, 1995; Marshall and Schott 1999]. Since in these cases there is not vertical mixing syn-
chronous with the appearance of these h-S anomalies, the structures detected are not ‘‘active’’ in the vertical
mixing. In addition to their important role in diapycnal mixing, these small-scale structures play certainly an
important role in the homogenization of the mixed patch, through isopycnal mixing. Setting up specific
experiments to study the scales and the energy associated with these vertical and horizontal small-scale
processes could allow us to better understand how the vertical/diapycnal mixing and the horizontal/isopyc-
nal mixing occur in the deep convection area.
4.1.3. Secondary Event of Deep Vertical Mixing
From 18 February to 8 March, the net heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean is close to zero and even
occasionally positive, and consequently the vertical mixing stopped. High horizontal currents start to advect
stratified waters into the mooring area (Figures 3a and 4e). The last strong winter cooling event occurs from
9 to 12 March, associated with an increase in vertical currents down to, at least 1000 m depth, where the
deepest current meter showing intense vertical motion is located (Figure 3c). Based on a h-S diagram, the
water column was homogeneous down to about 1750 m depth (Figure 4f).

Restratification processes seem to dominate as soon as the atmospheric forcing stops to trigger active mix-
ing. Strong net surface buoyancy losses can trigger secondary events of deep vertical mixing if they are

Figure 4. h-S diagrams from all the mooring Microcats (1) with an enlargement on the deep waters (2). The nominal depth of the different
instruments is indicated by the color marks (from 170 to 2300 m), while gray marks correspond to the data of the past month. The slanting
black lines are rh contours. Particular stages of the evolution of the water column from December 2009 to November 2010 are described:
(a–d) the mixed layer deepening; (b) the formation of WIW; (d) the formation of the new WMDW; (e) the overlapping of the restratification
phase of the deep layer with (f) a second event of vertical mixing; (g, h) restratification of the LIW and WMDW after the winter mixing asso-
ciated with mesoscale features; and (i) the new stratification of the deep waters in October 2010 prior to the 2011 deep convection (note
the significant changes compared to (a) November 2009, before the 2010 deep convection event).
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superior to the buoyancy content of the water column, highlighting the overlapping of the intense vertical
mixing phase and the restratification phase.
4.1.4. Role of the Atmospheric Forcing on Setting Up the h/S Characteristics of the Newly Formed
Deep Water
In winters 2004–2005 and 2005–2006, abrupt changes, referred as the Western Mediterranean Transition
[CIESM, 2009], were observed in the Western Mediterranean Deep Water characteristics and stratification
[L�opez-Jurado et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 2006, 2008a; Font et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008; Zunino et al.,
2012]. In November 2009, the deep stratification of the water column in the Western Mediterranean still
indicates the presence of three distinct deep water masses (Figure 4a2). In this subsection, we will present
the effect of the surface net heat flux on the characteristics of the newly formed deep waters during the
intense vertical mixing phase of a deep convection event. A detailed analysis of the evolution of the deep
waters in the Gulf of Lions from 2007 to 2013 is made in subsection 4.3.3.

The post-2005 newly formed deep waters (nWMDW), which are saltier and denser than the ‘‘old’’ deep
waters (pre-2005, oWMDW), are essentially found below 1300 m. Lowermost potential temperature and
salinity observed in the 750/1200 m layer (Figures 4a2, 4b2, 4g2, 4h2, and 4i2), correspond to the ‘‘old’’
WMDW h/S characteristics that can be found in other part of the basin. On 10 February 2010, the potential
temperature at 2300 m depth increased by 0.038C once the mixed layer reaches the seabed (see Figures 2d,
3e, and 4c2). The consecutive 10 days of strong heat loss (Figure 3d) decrease the mixed layer potential
temperature by 0.028C (Figures 2d and 4d2). During this 10 day period, there are no perceptible salinity
changes (Figures 2e and 4d2), and the potential density increases by 0.004 kg.m23 (Figures 2f and 4d2).
During this period of 10 days of intense vertical mixing, the evaporation does not seem to play a significant
role in setting up the characteristics in salinity of the newly formed deep waters.

These observations are in agreement with previous studies which related the characteristics of the newly
formed water mass to the frequency and the intensity of the surface forcing [Artale et al., 2002; Grignon,
2009] and to the heat and salt content of the pre-winter oceanic state [Grignon et al., 2010; Herrmann et al.,
2010; Schroeder et al., 2010]. Furthermore, the surface heat losses during this 10 day period are very impor-
tant in setting the potential temperature and density of the newly formed deep water. The heat content of
the water column, together with the surface net heat flux, is responsible for the evolution of the potential
temperature of the mixed layer during the whole deepening phase. However, once the mixed layer reaches
the seabed, the surface net heat losses will be the main driver in the decrease of the mixed layer potential
temperature and in setting up the final potential temperature and density of the newly formed deep water.

4.2. Interannual Variability of the Recent Deep Convections Events
We derive and compare here the temporal and spatial characteristics of the various winter convection
events. We then further examine the role of atmospheric forcing and water column stratification for six con-
secutive winters.
4.2.1. Mixed Layer and Multiple Events of Vertical Mixing
Characteristics of five successive winters of open-ocean deep convection (2009–2013) are summarized in
the Table 4. The chronology is different according to the events, mainly due to the interannual variability of
the heat losses and the stability of the water column (discussed in section 4.2.4). For example, in 2011, the
vertical mixing penetrates below the LIW 1 month earlier than in 2009, 2010, 2012, and 2013 (Figure 5). On
26 December 2010, the MLD reaches already 1200 m (Figure 5). The water column is homogenized
(decrease in potential temperature and salinity in Figures 6a and 6b and increase in potential density in Fig-
ure 7a on the 170, 300, and 700 m-Microcat), while significant vertical velocity superior at 15 cm.s21 are
recorded at 150, 250, and 500 m depth (Figure 7c).

Some common features can be pointed out from the analysis of the five events of deep convection
observed between 2009 and 2013. Due to the surface heat and buoyancy losses, the mixed layer starts to
deepen in September and reaches the base of the AW (150/200 m deep) generally in December. The time
needed for the mixed layer to deepen from the base of the AW down to the bottom is between 1 and 2
months (Table 4). Compared to the other winters, heat losses in the beginning of February 2012 are very
strong (the mean net heat flux from 1 to 15 February is about 2440 W.m22) and the MLD deepens by
2000 m (from the LIW to the bottom), reaching the seabed in only 1 week (Figure 5). This deepening of the
MLD is associated with important vertical velocities (15 cm.s21) that vary at high-frequency and are
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consistent with past observations of vertical mixing in plumes of horizontal scale of O(1 km) (order of mag-
nitude of 1 km) carried out by Voorhis and Webb [1970], Schott and Leaman [1991], and Schott et al. [1996].
A more detailed analysis discussing the water column stratification and the surface buoyancy losses for this
specific event is made in section 4.2.4.

Once the mixed layer reaches the seabed, a jump in potential temperature (Figure 6d), salinity (Figure 6e),
and potential density (Figure 6f) can be observed on the near bottom Microcat data. The timing of the deep
vertical mixing can be seen on all the current meters except the deepest one, located 30 m above the sea-
bed in the bottom boundary layer. All the deep convection winters present a common feature with a vio-
lent vertical mixing phase of the whole water column lasting between 9 and 12 days, which lead to a
potential temperature decrease of the whole water column between 0.015 and 0.038C (Figure 6d and Table
4). After the MLD reached the bottom, we do not see significant changes in salinity of the deep water dur-
ing the 10/14 day period of vertical mixing (Figure 6e), which is in agreement with Grignon et al. [2010] who
show that the haline component of the buoyancy flux is negligible compared to the thermal component.
The salinity of the newly formed deep water is therefore mostly set by the salt content of the water column
before convection, while the potential temperature of the newly formed deep water results from the combi-
nation of the initial heat content and the surface heat fluxes, as discussed for the 2010 winter in section
3.1.4.

All winters from 2009 to 2013 present a secondary vertical mixing period that generally occurs in March
after the main convective event, when the restratification of the water column has already begun. This is
the first time that these secondary vertical mixing events are observed, thanks to the high temporal resolu-
tion monitoring from full water column mooring. These short events (2–4 days) happen when the restratifi-
cation has already begun. By that time, the water column is weakly stratified and a 3–6 days period of
strong heat losses (typical duration of a winter storm) is enough to destabilize the upper water column lead-
ing to vertical mixing that can easily reach great depths.

Table 4. Main Scales Associated With the Different Deep Convection Events From 2008 to 2013

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Mixed layer deepens below 150 m 17 Dec 2007 15 Dec 2008 17 Dec 2009 15 Dec 2010 08 Jan 2012 08 Dec 2012
WIW detected
(S< 38.42 at 150 m)

21 Dec 2007 30 Dec 2008 9 Jan 2010 16 Dec 2010 03 Feb 2012 All the year 2012

LIW mixed 02 Apr 2008 08 Jan 2009 23 Jan 2010 19 Dec 2010 07 Feb 2012 25 Jan 2013

Mixed Layer reaches the bottom No (700 m) 12 Feb 2009 10 Feb 2010 27 Jan 2011 10 Feb 2012 13 Feb 2013
Bottom pot. temperature increase x 0.0408 0.0308 0.0228 0.0428 0.0328

Bottom salinity increase x 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.012 0.004

End of vertical mixing (until 1000 m) x 26 Feb 2009 20 Feb 2010 05 Feb 2011 23 Feb 2012 28 Feb 2013
Pot. temperature decrease of the mixed

layer once the bottom is reached
x 0.0248 0.0198 0.0128 0.0328 0.0328

Bottom pot. density increase at
the end of the mixing (kg.m23)

x 0.0044 0.0062 0.0030 0.0090 0.0030

Max. deepening of mooring head 0 350 m 550 m 550 m 550 m 550 m

Second vertical mixing event

Time period x 06 Mar 2009 to
8 Mar 2009

9 Mar 2010 to
12 Mar 2010

1 Mar 2011 to
4 Mar 2011

7 Mar 2012 to
11 Mar 2012

13 Mar 2013 to
17 Mar 2013

Maximal depth detected
on current meters

x >1000 m >1000 m >500 m
<1000 m

>1000 m >1000 m

Maximum of MLD x 2000 m 1500 m 1700 m 2300 m 1800 m
End of the second vertical

mixing period
4 Apr 2008 9 Mar 2009 13 Mar 2010 5 Mar 2011 13 Mar 2012 21 Mar 2013

Area of low surface chl-a
(<0.15 mg.m23) in km2

0 16,350 13,006 15,790 17,863 23,583

Area of low surface chl-a
(<0.25 mg.m23) in km2

1,487 34,162 29,180 24,111 41,616 56,351

New density class of WMDW (kg.m23) None 29.114–29.116 29.116–29.119 None 29.119–29.126 None

Formation rate associated with
the new density class (in Sv)

1.14 0.91 1.25
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Figure 5. Mixed layer depth, potential temperature, and net atmospheric heat flux from ERA-Interim, from December to May for the
2007–2013 period. Horizontal gray-dotted lines show the depth of the mooring instruments. The yellow thick line indicates the mixed layer
depth (see section 3.1 in the manuscript for a description of criterion chosen). Note the absence of temperature sensors between 2 and
150 m in 2007–2008 and 2008–2009, for these two periods only the SST sensor (1 m depth) was used, which might explain the ‘‘too cold’’
subsurface layer during winter when the sea surface experiences strong cooling.
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4.2.2. Winter Intermediate Water
Another interesting feature that emerges from the analysis of the multiyear time series is the presence of
WIW advected at the mooring location before the deep mixing period in winters 2008, 2009, and 2010, and
for the whole year in 2011, 2012, and 2013. This modal water mass can be detected thanks to its lower salin-
ity (below 36.45, Figure 6c) and lower potential density (below 29.05 kg.m23, Figure 7a). Due to its lower
density, the WIW increases the stratification in the deep convection area. Fresher WIW could definitely affect
the depth of the deep convection, or even inhibit it. This modal water mass is generally formed around the
deep convection area from the Balearic Sea to the Ligurian Sea [Millot, 1999]. Recently Juza et al. [2013]
show that the continental shelf of the Gulf of Lions can be an important source of WIW. These results could
change our vision of the links between the open ocean and the shelf, and particularly could highlight an
important coupling of the two areas that has to be taken into consideration particularly by modelling simu-
lations on deep convection and its interannual variability.
4.2.3. Horizontal Extent of the Deep Convection Area
Satellites can provide estimates of the sea surface chlorophyll-a (chl-a) based on ocean color images. These
data provide essential information about the extension of the deep water formation zone. During winter-
time, the Gulf of Lions is often characterized by low surface chl-a (Figure 8). This low chl-a patch indicates
that the growth rate of the phytoplankton may be reduced in the euphotic layer, due to the active vertical
mixing (Figure 7c), and/or that the phytoplankton is diluted in the whole mixed layer, that can reach
2300 m in February (Figure 5 and Table 4). No clear relationship exists between the low chl-a patch and the
mixed layer depth. Here we propose to use glider data to determine surface chl-a thresholds delimiting the
area of open-ocean deep convection in the Gulf of Lions.

Figure 8. (a–g) Weekly surface chlorophyll images from MODIS for winter 2007 to 2013. (h) MODIS surface chlorophyll on 22 February 2012. The trajectory of a glider is shown for a 3
day interval centered on that date. Circles represent stratified profiles, whereas stars are for profiles having a MLD greater than 1000 m. (i) Surface Chlorophyll-a with the potential tem-
perature profiles collected by the glider. The MLD from each glider profile (computed using a criterion at 0.028C on the potential temperature and a reference at 10 m) is superimposed.
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In February 2012, a glider crossed the chl-a front at the date of the satellite image shown in Figure 8f. The
Figure 8h represents an enlargement of the satellite image and the glider trajectory within a 3 day interval
centered on 22 February. The transition between the mixed conditions, characterized by low chl-a, and the
stratified conditions occurs around the 1500 m isobath (Figure 8i). In this transition area, the chl-a estimated
by the satellite ranges between �0.15 and �0.25 mg.m23, and the MLD, estimated by the glider, reaches at
least 1000 m. Furthermore, the potential temperature measured by the glider is close to the newly formed
deep waters (�12.928C). The glider cannot provide information below 1000 m, so we cannot detect the
point where the MLD start reaching the seabed. However, the LION mooring was deployed for all these win-
ters in the center of the deep convection, offering us a detailed timing of the evolution of the MLD.

The area of intense dilution (<0.15 mg.m23) is not present in 2007 and 2008 (Figures 8a and 8b). The weak-
ness of the deep convection is also confirmed by glider data. Indeed, five gliders deployed in the Gulf of Lions
during the EGO2007 experiment from January 2007 to May 2007 recorded a maximal mixed layer of �400 m
depth [Testor et al., 2007]. In winter 2008, another swarm experiment took place in the Gulf of Lions
(EGO2008) with six gliders deployed in the Gulf of Lions from January to April. That year, a MLD of 1000 m
depth was sporadically recorded mid-March by gliders �50 km westward of the LION mooring location (near
42.18N/4.18E), while the MLD was not deeper than 700 m depth at the LION mooring. These data seem in
good agreement with the satellite image for the 8 day period going from the 2 to 9 February 2008 (Figure
8b), where the low chl-a patch defined by a criterion <0.25 mg.m23 but >0.15 mg.m23 extends westward of
the mooring location. This might suggest that deep open-ocean convection is not homogeneous everywhere
in the Gulf of Lions and could be triggered earlier, further west than the LION mooring, close to 42.18N/4.18E.

Between winters 2009 and 2013, the area of intense dilution (<0.15 mg.m23) varies between 13,000 km2 in
2010 to a maximal value of 23,580 km2 in 2013 (Figure 8 and Table 4). A criterion of surface chl-
a< 0.15 mg.m23 seems to be more relevant to estimate the maximal horizontal extension of the deep con-
vection area when cloud-free satellite images are available at the same period as the mooring records sig-
nificant vertical mixing of the water column.

For winter 2009, 2010, and 2012, deep convection produces new WMDW significantly denser than the year
before (Figure 6e). We estimate the formation rate of the new class of density for each of these three win-
ters, by using a mean depth of the mixed patch of 2200 m and an area of intense dilution defined by the
contour 0.15 mg.m23 (delimiting the deep convection area). The results are summarized in Table 4 and
range from: 1.14 Sv in 2009 (for the density class 29,114–29,116 kg.m23), 0.91 Sv in 2010 (for the density
class 29,116–29,119 kg.m23) and 1.25 Sv in 2012 (for the density class 29,119–29,126 kg.m23). The deep
water formation rate in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea has the same order of magnitude as the other
components of the circulation such as the volume transport associated with the Northern Current [Millot,
1999], and the inflow [Bryden et al., 1994; Candela 2001], and outflow [Tsimplis and Bryden 2000; Candela
2001; Soto-Navarro et al. 2010] at the strait of Gibraltar. Our results agree well with other published esti-
mates of the deep water formation rate in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea based on observations or
models (0.3–2.4 Sv) [Tziperman and Speer 1994; Herrmann et al., 2008; Schroeder et al., 2008a; L’H�ev�eder et al.,
2013; Durrieu de Madron et al., 2013; Somot et al., 2016; Waldman et al., 2016]. In this study, our estimates
are likely to underestimate the formation rate of the new deep water due to different factors:

1. The upper limit for the chl-a criterion which is subjective and may vary from one year to another. Here
we choose a minimal value of 0.15 mg.m23, a larger value of 0.25 mg.m23 would still be acceptable
(compared to the MLD observed by glider) and would double our deep water formation area and dense
water formation rate estimate;

2. They are only based on one instantaneous cloud-free image per year that could miss a part of the newly
formed deep water already exported outside of the deep convection area.

4.2.4. Atmospheric Forcing and Water Column Stratification
The index of stratification IS(1000) from 2008 to 2013 is shown in Figure 9a (red line) with the error repre-
sented by the dotted purple lines. The higher the IS(1000) index value, the larger the integrated buoyancy
losses must be to ensure convection down to 1000 m depth. Errors in our calculation of IS are nonnegligible
for the first years (September 2007 to April 2009), with an order of 0.5 m2.s22. The stratification index
IS(1000) varies between 0 m2.s22 in winter, when the water column is completely mixed, to 2 m2.s22 at the
end of the summer, when the stratification of the water column is maximal. As the number of instruments
on the mooring increase, errors on IS decrease (from 0.1 m2.s22 in 2010 to 0.02 m2.s22 or less in 2013).
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The different heat fluxes (latent, sensible, radiative) for winter 2008 to winter 2013 are presented together
in Figure 9b. Mean heat fluxes are calculated from 1 November of the previous year to the end of February
of the year under consideration. The strongest winter in terms of heat and integrated buoyancy losses is
2012 (196 W.m22, 1.35 m2s22), while the weakest is 2008 (135 W.m22, 0.94 m2s22). The net heat flux during
wintertime is mainly dominated by the latent heat flux, between 75% (2010) and 86% (2008) of the total
net heat flux, while the sensible heat flux represents only 17% (2008) to 24% (2010) of the total heat flux.
The radiative heat flux is close to zero (between 1% and 3%).

IS(1000) is calculated for 1 November As mentioned in the methods section, this index indicates how much
the water column is stratified at the end of the preconditioning period, before the beginning of the deep ver-
tical mixing phase. For all winters (2008–2013), we found that IS(1000) is inferior to the surface buoyancy
losses integrated from 1 November to the end of February, indicating that atmospheric forcing is strong
enough to explain that deep convection went down to 1000 m (Figure 9c). Another point is that 2011 appears
to be the winter during which the water column is the least stratified at the beginning of November. This may
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Figure 9. (a) Time series of the integrated buoyancy content of the first 1000 m IS(1000) in red, with the associated error (dotted purple
line). The black dots correspond to IS(1000) calculated for vertical profiles carried out close to the mooring (<30km); (b) surface heat fluxes
at the air-sea interface for the winter 2007–2008 to winter 2012–2013 from ERA-Interim (the integration period goes from 1 November to
1 March); (c) integrated surface buoyancy losses (blue) for the winter 2007–2008 to winter 2012–2013 from ERA-Interim (the integration
period goes from 1 November to 1 March), with vertically integrated buoyancy content of the first 1000 m of the water column estimated
on the 1 November of each year using the mooring (red circle). The purple vertical lines indicate the associated error (see section 3.3 for
more details).
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explain why deep convection occurs in 2011, while the mean winter heat losses are comparable to 2004, a
year without any evidence of newly formed deep water on historical CTD profiles [Puig et al., 2013b].

As discussed in section 4.2.1, the heat losses in the beginning of February 2012 are very strong (Figure 5).
The surface buoyancy losses integrated from 1 to 15 February are about 0.35 m2s22, corresponding to a
net heat flux of 2440 W.m22. On 1 February, the stratification index IS(1000) has a value of 0.45 6

0.10 m2s22. By taking into account the 0.10 m2s22 uncertainty on our calculation of IS(1000), we see that
the surface buoyancy losses integrated from 1 to 15 February can explain by themselves why the MLD
deepened by 2000 m at the beginning of February 2012. For the other winters, the mixed layer went
from the LIW layer to the bottom in a period ranging between 2.5 weeks and 1 month, while in 2012 it
took only 5 days.
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Figure 10. Temporal evolution of the mean potential temperature (8C) of the water column and specific layers at the LION mooring. The
error due to the vertical integration is represented by the blue line. The red dots correspond to the mean potential temperature calculated
with vertical profiles close to the mooring (<30 km). From October 2009 to July 2013, linear trends are estimated fitting a straight orange
line by means of least squares. The slope of the fit represents the observed trend. 95% confidence intervals for the trends are calculated
considering a student’s t test.
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4.3. Modification of Water Masses Characteristics
We analyze in this section the evolution of the heat and salt content of the water column and the thermo-
haline characteristics of the deep water masses from 2007 to 2013.
4.3.1. Evolution of the Heat and Salt Content of the Water Column
Figures 10–12 show the mean potential temperature, salinity, and potential density for the main water
masses of the WMED: the Atlantic Water (AW, 0–200 m), the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW, 200–
600 m), and the deep waters (WMDW, 600–2300 m). A distinction is made for the deep waters between 600
and 1000 m (oWMDW) and between 1000 and 2300 m (nWMDW), as h-S diagrams show since 2005 the
appearance of newly formed deep water masses below 1000m [L�opez-Jurado et al., 2005; Salat et al., 2006;
Schroeder et al., 2006, Puig et al., 2013b] (Figure 13).
4.3.1.1. The Surface Layer 0–200 m
The daily averaged data at the mooring (dark line) are represented together with data from CTD casts from
research vessels, gliders, and profiling floats (red dots). Errors due to the limited number of vertical levels
for the mooring are also indicated as cyan lines. We can clearly see a seasonal cycle in the mean potential
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Figure 11. Equivalent to Figure 10 but for the mean salinity.
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temperature of the surface layer (1–200 m) varying from 13.0 6 0.28C in winter to 17 6 28C in summer. The
higher error during summertime (Figure 10) is mainly due to the low number of instruments in this layer,
the strong surface gradient in potential temperature associated with the summer thermocline is not cap-
tured correctly. In winter, the surface layer is homogeneous in potential temperature and thus the errors are
negligible. After the addition of temperature sensors under the LION buoy in November 2010 (Table 2), the
errors, associated with the vertical interpolation of the potential temperature records, become negligible in
both winter and summer. Since a conductivity sensor has been installed on the LION surface buoy only
from September 2011, mean salinity and density are not available for the layer 1–200 m or 1–2300 m for
the 2007–2011 period. The decrease in the error on the mean salinity and potential density seen in 2011
and 2012 is due to the winter mixing, which homogenize the upper ocean.
4.3.1.2. The Intermediate Layer (200–600 m)
The heat and salt content variability of the intermediate layer (200–600 m) at the LION mooring site is main-
ly driven by the deep convection events with a �0.38C decrease in potential temperature (Figure 10) and
�0.05 decrease in salinity (Figure 11) in winter, when the deep convection reaches the seabed. The small
number of conductivity sensors (see Table 2) explains why before April 2008, the error on the mean salinity
is larger than the error on the mean potential temperature.
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No clear trend of warming of the 200–600 m layer appears for the 2007–2013 period. After the intense verti-
cal mixing period of the deep convection reaches the bottom, the restratification of the 200–600 m layer to
its preconvection potential density level (29.09 kg.m23) takes between 5 and 6 months (Figure 12).
4.3.1.3. The Deep Layer (600–2300 m)
The spreading of the newly formed deep waters can be seen in the 1000–2300 m layer, in Figure 12. At the
end of the intense vertical mixing period, the potential density reaches a local maximum. Once the intense
atmospheric forcing has stopped, the potential density at the mooring location begins to decrease, indicat-
ing the spreading of the newly formed deep waters and their mixing with the older deep waters found in

Figure 13. h-S diagrams of WMDW from CTD stations highlighting the interannual variability of the deep stratification and h-S characteris-
tics of the WMDWs from 2007 to 2013 in the deep convection area, with the formation of new WMDW in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, and
2013. The new WMDWs are labeled (see section 4.3.3 for explanation) and their wintertime h-S characteristics, observed by the mooring,
are indicated by a black-dashed box. For visual reference, each year the h-S characteristics of the WMDW of the previous winter are shown
as a light gray box. The dark gray (resp. light gray) dots show the h-S properties recorded by the 2300 m (resp. 1500 m) Microcat at the
end of the vertical mixing phase. The differences in h, S, and rh, between the CTD stations carried out in summer (in color) and the winter-
time observations (in February) from the mooring instruments (light and dark gray dots), illustrate the effects of the isopycnal mixing on
the WMDW h-S characteristics. The isopycnal mixing of the WMDW is associated with the spreading of the newly formed deep water and
the restratification of older WMDW surrounding the deep convection zone. The colorbar shows the pressure on the different CTD stations
carried out close (<30km) to the LION mooring: (a) DOCONUG2007; (b) DOCONUG2008; (c) 42N5E in 2009; (d) MOOSE_GE_2010; (e)
MOOSE_GE_2011; (f) MOOSE_GE_2012; and (g) MOOSE_GE_2013.
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the surrounding area. It takes between �4 months (in 2012) and �6 months (in 2010) for the deep layers to
dissipate 50% of their potential density increase due to bottom-reaching convection. The absence of deep
convection in 2007 and 2008 explain why the important seasonal variability of the mean potential density
of the 1000–2300 m layer, O(0.01 kg.m23), is seen only since 2009. This seasonal variability in the mean
potential density of the deep layer is due to new deep (i.e., dense) water formation, the spreading of this
new deep water and the restratification of older deep water.

The warming and salting of the deep layers (600–2300 m) cannot be clearly seen for the 2007–2008 period
due to a too large error on the heat and salt content. However, in September 2008, the addition of instru-
ments on the line considerably reduces the error on the estimation of the heat and salt content of the deep
layers (Figures 10 and 11). The formation of warmer and saltier deep waters after each deep convection event
can be seen as an injection of heat and salt in the deep ocean. From October 2009 (after the 6 month obser-
vational gap) to July 2013, linear trends are estimated fitting a straight line by means of least squares, for the
potential temperature, salinity, and potential density of the deep water. The slope of the fit represents a trend
or a mean annual change. The 95% confidence intervals for the trends are calculated using a student’s t test.
All the trends in this study are significant (slope different from 0) as their p values are lower than 0.001.

Between October 2009 and July 2013, the linear trends, calculated with a 95% confidence interval, in the
deep layer corresponding to the nWMDW (1000–2300 m are: 3.0 6 0.3 3 10238C/yr for the potential tem-
perature (Figure 10), 3.6 6 0.2 3 1023/yr for the salinity (Figure 11) and 2.2 6 0.2 3 1024 kg.m23/yr for the
potential density (Figure 12). The increase in heat (salt) for the 600–2300 m layer is about 3.2 6 0.5 3

10238C/yr (resp. 3.3 6 0.2 3 1023/yr). Vargas-Yanez et al., found trends of 1.2 6 1.0 3 1023/yr for the salinity
and 0.28 6 0.23 W.m22 for the heat content, corresponding to a trend in potential temperature of 1.1 6 0.9
3 10238C/yr (using a mean potential density of 1029 kg.m23, a mean potential temperature of 12.88C, and
a mean salinity of 38.4).

We found a warming and salting rate for the 2009–2013 period three times higher than the one previously
established by Vargas-Yanez et al. [2010b] in the Gulf of Lions for the 1952–1995 period. A first explanation
for these different trends lies in the different periods and the different methods used: Vargas-Yanez used a
43 year reconstructed time series from CTD casts, while in this study we used a 4 year time series from
mooring data. Observations of deep convection were sparse before the 2000 s, therefore we cannot be sure
that five consecutive years of deep convection, such as the one presented in this work, did not happen in
the past.

Every deep convection event induces an injection of heat and salt in the deep layer due to the vertical mix-
ing of the LIW with the fresher and colder deep water. Different factors can explain the formation of warmer
and saltier deep water compared to the 43 year period studied by Vargas-Yanez, such as changes in the
stratification of the surface and intermediate layers. For the same atmospheric forcing, a less stratified AW/
LIW layer would allow the vertical mixing to reach the bottom more quickly, and the continuous buoyancy
losses would continue decreasing the temperature of the whole water column, leading to colder deep
water. The reasons for these changes in the AW/LIW stratification are still not clearly understood. The
changes in the h-S characteristics of the AW and LIW can be due to increasing temperature and salinity in
the inflowing AW at Gibraltar Strait [Millot, 2007], changes in large-scale atmospheric patterns [Josey et al.,
2011], and an accumulation of heat and salt in the intermediate layer due to the absence of deep convec-
tion during the 1990s [Herrmann et al., 2010] and the propagation of the EMT to Western Mediterranean
Sea [Schroeder et al., 2010].
4.3.2. Variability and Transients in the Bottom Layer
4.3.2.1. Stepwise Increases and Long-Term h-S Evolution of the nWMDW
The stepwise increase in bottom waters characteristics can be noticed for five consecutive years (2009–
2013) as positive jumps in h and S (Figures 6d and 6e, Table 4), resulting from deep convection events that
reach the bottom in February. The formation of these warmer and saltier deep waters can be seen as an
injection of heat and salt in the deep ocean, leading to the observed trends (detailed in the previous sub-
section) in the potential temperature, salinity, and potential density of the deep water.

If the long-term increase in salinity and potential density of the deep layers seems to be strongly related to
the recurrent formation of salty deep waters, the warming trend of the nWMDW can be reduced by very
strong events of deep convection when the mixed layer depth reaches the bottom and the strong
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buoyancy loss continues to decrease the potential temperature of the mixed layer and therefore of the
newly formed deep water by O(0.01) degree. During this period of intense vertical mixing (9–12 days, Table
4), the salinity remains relatively constant, but the potential temperature of the bottom waters undergoes a
significant decrease (Figures 6d and 6e) ranging from 0.0128C in winter 2011 to 0.0328C in winter 2012
(Table 4). This potential temperature decrease induces an increase in the potential density of the newly
formed deep waters between 0.003 kg.m23 in winter 2011 to 0.009 kg.m23 in winter 2012 (Figure 6f).

Another deep mooring part of the HydroChange program monitors the evolution of the deep waters in the
Gulf of Lions since autumn 2006 (located at 458N/58E, at 2400 m depth, about 30 km.s east of the LION
mooring location). From data collected at this mooring, Schroeder et al. [2013] also noticed the abrupt posi-
tive jumps in h and S occurring in February 2009, 2010, and 2011, and the subsequent decrease in potential
temperature. The two previous winters (2007 and 2008) show rather stable near-bottom h and S at 12,869 6

0.0058C and 38,479 6 0.002. We interpret this decrease in potential temperature of the mixed layer, already
seen by Schroeder et al. [2013], as the effect of intense net heat losses after that the MLD has reached the
seabed. The absence of an increase in the salinity of the bottom waters at the same time can be explained
by the dominance of the heat fluxes on the wintertime buoyancy fluxes [Grignon et al., 2010]. As already dis-
cussed in section 4.1, the salinity of the newly formed deep waters is mostly set by the salt content of the
water column before convection, while its potential temperature results from a combination of the initial
heat content of the water column and of the surface heat fluxes.
4.3.2.2. H-S Inhomogeneity of the New WMDW Formed by Deep Convection
On 25 March 2010, the potential temperature of the bottom waters undergoes a sharp decrease (�0.028C,
Figure 2d), resulting in an increase in the potential density (0.002 kg.m23, Figure 2f). At that moment, the
water column is already stratified and the atmospheric forcing only cannot explain this potential tempera-
ture change (Figure 3d). Then the potential temperature progressively increases until reaching an equilibri-
um state in August 2010 (Figure 2d). No similar signal is recorded by the conductivity sensors. The high
salinity values of the deep waters measured after February 2010 have never been recorded since the first
deployment of the mooring in November 2007 (Figure 6e). This secondary newly formed deep water mass
is characterized by a colder potential temperature, a similar salinity, and a higher potential density. This
new WMDW, observed from 25 March 2010, is therefore distinct from the main one observed between 18
February and 25 March 2010 (Figures 2d and 2e). The linear decrease in potential density between April
and August 2010 observed on the near bottom Microcat (Figure 2e) is associated with a period of intense
horizontal currents (Figure 3b). This is certainly the indication of the mixing between these two different
newly formed deep waters, as the salinity remains almost constant from April to August.

This colder newly formed deep water is detected one month after the last vertical velocities are recorded at
1000 m depth on 18 February (Figure 3c). As both new water masses have the same salinity (set by the salt
content of the water column before convection, as described in section 4.1), this new water mass should
have been formed within the deep convection zone. The only differences between the two new water
masses are their temperature, indicating that the two formation sites could have experienced slightly differ-
ent atmospheric conditions and/or the preconvection water column could have different h-S characteristics.
Lacombe et al., [1985] already suggested heterogeneity inside the mixed patch with different water-mass
formed in different parts of the cyclonic gyre.

Considering similar buoyancy fluxes acting in two locations characterized by different stratifications, the
deepening of the mixed layer will be faster where the stratification is lower. Such local modification of the
stratification could be induced by the presence of (sub) mesoscale eddies that help the mixed layer deepen-
ing [Lherminier et al., 1999; Legg and McWilliams, 2001; Bosse et al, 2015]. Furthermore, a shallower bottom
depth could allow the MLD to reach the seabed earlier. In this case, the entire homogeneous water column
could be exposed to severe heat losses for a longer period of time. This would finally lead to a stronger
potential temperature decrease and to the formation of colder and denser deep waters.
4.3.2.3. WMDW Formed by Dense Shelf Water Cascading
Another remarkable signal can be noticed between March 2012 and May 2012. It is characterized by a sharp
decrease of the bottom potential temperature and salinity and high-frequency fluctuations in potential
temperature and salinity (Figures 6d and 6e). This high-frequency variability is not seen in the potential den-
sity time series (Figure 6f), and indicates two distinct water masses characterized by different potential tem-
perature and salinity (discussed more in details in the next section, 4.3.3). The origin of the bottom waters
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characterized by a lower potential temperature and salinity has been identified as the result of dense shelf
water cascading [Durrieu de Madron et al., 2013]. The peculiar atmospheric conditions of winter 2012 indeed
triggered a massive formation of dense waters over the continental shelf that overflowed the shelf edge
and cascaded down to the bottom of the Gulf of Lions basin.
4.3.3. Evolution of the Western Mediterranean Deep Water(s)
Although the open-ocean deep convection is the main mechanism for the renewal of the WMDW, dense
shelf water cascading can have an influence on WMDW, as it was first suggested by Bethoux et al. [2002],
and sketched in Figure 1 of Puig et al. [2013a]. Puig et al. [2013b] highlight the persistence in the deep
waters since winter 2005 of a h-S anomaly related to dense shelf water cascading. The coexistence of deep
waters formed by deep convection and by dense shelf water cascading can be clearly seen on a h-S dia-
gram with a V-shape linking the denser deep waters formed by cascading and the deep waters formed by
open-ocean convection. Several authors reported this shift in deep waters characteristics since 2005 [L�opez-
Jurado et al., 2005; Canals et al., 2006; Schroeder et al., 2006, 2008b; Smith et al., 2008; CIESM, 2009].

In 2007, CTD stations made in the Gulf of Lions clearly show three different deep water masses (Figure 13a)
and an inverse V-shape structure below the Levantine Intermediate Waters (>600 m). One can clearly see
the stacking of three different water masses (indicated by a h-S extremum) with the ‘‘old’’ WMDW (oWMDW,
between 800 and 1400 m), the ‘‘new’’ WMDW formed by deep convection in winters 2004/2005 and 2005/
2006 (nWMDW 2007ð Þ

2005=062OC , between 1400 and 1900 m) and the ‘‘new’’ WMDW formed in winter 2004/2005
by dense shelf water cascading (nWMDW 2007ð Þ

20052CS, between 2000 m and the bottom). We use superscript in
order to define the year when the deep waters are observed. Thermohaline characteristics of the deep
waters change from year to year due the permanent turbulent mixing, which tends to homogenize the
deep layers and progressively fade the signal of the different deep water masses. For example, in 2005 the
h-S characteristics of the bottom waters (nWMDW20052CS) recorded in the Gulf of Lions by Schroeder et al.
[2006] were close to h 512.768C and S 538.46, while 2 years later the observed h-S characteristics of this
water mass are less pronounced (h 5 12.878C and S 5 38.48). The year to year evolution of a specific deep
water mass can be tracked on h-S diagrams in particular during years without wintertime deep convection
events.

In 2008 (Figure 13b), CTD casts reveal the fading of the deep waters signal, especially for the deep water
mass found between 1400 and 1900m. The potential temperature of the nWMDW 2008ð Þ

2005=062OC decreases by
0.028C in 1 year, while the salinity decreases about several thousandths (same order of magnitude as our
confidence in the calibration of the CTD).

In July 2009, the deep waters are homogenized with a less pronounced V-shape structure. This year a new
thermohaline anomaly appears on the h-S diagram. On the last 300 m of the water column, a warmer water
mass can be seen (Figure 13c). As presented in section 4.2, 2009 is a year of bottom-reaching deep convec-
tion (Figure 5) characterized by an increase in the potential temperature and the salinity of the bottom
waters after the deep convection event (Figures 6d and 6e). The range of near-bottom salinity and potential
temperature recorded at 2300 m depth just at the end of the vertical mixing is shown by the dark gray dots
in Figure 13c. These potential temperature and salinity correspond to the characteristics of the newly
formed deep water of 2009 (nWMDW2009) at the time of its formation, while CTD casts from July reveal less
marked bottom water characteristics, a consequence of their mixing with ‘‘older’’ deep waters.

The detection of newly-formed deep water on a h-S diagram is relatively straightforward in the months fol-
lowing the deep convection period (appearance of a new extremum in the h-S diagram). But identification
of the older ‘‘vintage’’ of deep water masses is more difficult on CTD profiles carried out in summer when
the deep water masses have started to mix with each other. However, a local maximum in potential temper-
ature between 1000 and 1400 m depth can be noticed in the h-S diagram in 2009 (Figure 13c), suggesting
the presence of a water mass with h-S characteristics close to nWMDW 2008ð Þ

2005=062OC .

In June 2010, CTD casts still show the inverse V-shape structure between 800 and 1800 m, but a second
thermohaline structure appears below 1800 m, also under the shape of an inverse V. One can relate this sec-
ond V-shape with the particular characteristics of the newly formed deep waters of 2010. As discussed in
the previous section (4.3.2), two different deep water masses nWMDW20102I and nWMDW20102II could have
been formed in winter 2010 (indicated by the two dark rectangles in Figure 13d). These two water masses
can be seen on the temporal evolution of the bottom potential temperature in March 2010 (Figure 2d). The
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similar salinity and the different potential temperature explain why during the summer cruise a second
inverse V-shape structure can be seen at the end of h-S diagram tail. A possible explanation for the decrease
of the vertical gradient of h in the bottom layer in June compared to March can be found in the (isopycnal)
mixing that constantly tends to homogenize the deep waters, during that time the horizontal currents are
particularly important (Figure 7b).

In winter 2011, deep convection reaches the seabed (Figures 5 and 7c). Warmer and saltier deep waters are
produced (Figure 13e). This new bottom water mass (nWMDW2011) is also observed on CTD casts performed
in June 2011.

The first winter of concomitant open-ocean deep convection and dense shelf water cascading since 2006 is
observed in winter 2012 [Durrieu de Madron et al., 2013], In addition to the mooring data, where a signifi-
cant drop of potential temperature and salinity can be noticed in April 2012, the presence of the dense
waters of shelf origin can clearly be seen on CTD casts performed in July 2012 (Figure 13f). A new inverse V-
shape structure appeared in the h-S diagram below 1600 m, similar to the deep stratification after winter
2005. This thermohaline anomaly extends over more than 600 m on CTD casts made close to the mooring
location. The shape of the anomaly can be related to the new deep waters formed in winter 2012 by open-
ocean deep convection (nWMDW20122OC) and by cascading from the shelf (nWMDW20122CS) as indicated by
the gray dots in Figure 13f. Extrema in h and S associated with the dense shelf waters are, respectively,
h 5 12.808C and S 5 38,479.

In winter 2013, no deep water formed by dense shelf water cascading is detected. After the deep convec-
tion event of February 2013, there is no sudden freshening of the bottom layer (Figure 6), as in March–April
2012. Winter 2013 is a winter of deep convection with a mixed layer reaching the seabed (Figure 5) but the
newly formed deep water nWMDW2013 cannot be distinguished from the nWMDWs2012 by using only h-S
diagrams of the 2013 summer CTD (Figure 13g). The changes in potential density and in salinity of the bot-
tom layer, after 2013 deep convection event, are the smallest since the first recording of deep convection in
2009 (Figure 6e and Table 4). For winter 2013, the salinity of the bottom water increases by 0.004, and the
potential density by 0.003 kg.m23. As for all the previous years, the deep layer is not uniform. A ‘‘smooth’’
inverse V-shapes can be seen below 1600 m indicating that the nWMDW formed in 2012 still influence the
deep stratification in the Gulf of Lions.

5. Conclusions

For the first time, an observing system monitored continuously the deep convection phenomena providing
invaluable hydrological observations of 6 years of open-ocean deep convection (October 2007 to July 2013)
from surface moored buoy MF-LION and deep mooring LION located in the center of the open-ocean dense
water formation zone of the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea. The first winter in 2008 is characterized by
deep convection reaching �1000 m depth, and the next five winters (from 2009 to 2013) are characterized
by deep convection reaching the seabed, found at a depth of 2300 m. Using glider, moored, and satellite
observations, we propose to estimate the maximal extent of the area of deep convection in the Gulf of
Lions. We delimit the deep convection area by a surface chlorophyll criterion of 0.15 mg.m23, ranging from
about 13,000 km2 in winter 2010 to 24,000 km2 in winter 2013. Assuming a mean depth of 2200 m, we use
these surfaces to estimate a formation rate of the new denser class of deep water that appear in 2009,
2010, and 2012. This formation rate, associated with the higher density class observed in winter, range
between 0.9 Sv in 2010 and 1.25 Sv in 2012.

The LION mooring is a unique observing platform to study the temporal evolution of the mixed layer in an
area where the MLD can reach the seabed, found at a depth of 2300 m. A secondary vertical mixing period
generally occurs in March after the end of the main event of deep ocean convection. This short mixing
phase (2–4 days) happens right after the onset of the restratification. The water column is weakly stratified
at that time and can be easily destabilized. A period between 3 and 6 days of buoyancy losses, due to
intense and frequent wind bursts (Mistral/Tramontane), can lead to a fast deepening of the mixed layer
(>1500 m). The long restratification and spreading times, which can be observed after each winter of deep
convection, suggest that the restratification/spreading phase is still active at the beginning of the next
deep convection event. The overlapping of the three phases of the deep convection process suggests a
‘‘memory effect’’ of the water column. Further studies need to be conducted to investigate the role of
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(sub-)mesoscale eddies for the restratification of the area, the spreading of the newly formed deep waters,
and also for the preconditioning of the area.

Observations from the LION mooring confirm that the salinity of the newly formed deep waters is essential-
ly controlled by the salinity content of the mixed layer, as already suggested by Grignon et al. [2010]. How-
ever, the potential temperature of the newly formed deep water is driven by the heat content of the mixed
layer and by the surface buoyancy loss during the deep vertical mixing. Once the mixed layer reaches the
seabed, the strong surface buoyancy losses act to decrease the potential temperature of the mixed layer,
and therefore of the newly formed deep water by O(0.01) degree.

These sudden inputs of salt and heat in the deep water, after each event of deep convection, are responsi-
ble for the salting and heating of the deep water. For the period 2009–2013, the mean annual change in
salinity is 3.3 6 0.2 3 1023/yr for the 600–2300 m layer, while the trend in potential temperature is 3.2 6 0.5
3 10238C/yr for the 600–2300 m layer. These trends indicate warming and salting of the deep layer (600–
2300 m) for the 2009–2013 period three times higher than the one previously established by Vargas-Yanez
et al. [2010b] in the Gulf of Lions for the 1952–1995 period, which could be due to recent changes in the
stratification of the surface and intermediate layers. These observations suggest an important role of recur-
rent events of deep convection in accelerating the warming and salting of the Western Mediterranean
Deep Water.

Newly formed deep waters have been detected after every winter of deep convection from 2009 to 2013. In
winter 2010, we observed for the first time two distinct new deep water formed by deep convection during
the same winter. They present a different potential temperature but a similar salinity, suggesting that both
might have been formed within the cyclonic gyre but in different locations. In 2012, two new deep waters
have also been detected at the mooring location. One was identified as a result of open-ocean deep con-
vection, while the other is the result of dense shelf water cascading that occurred in winter 2012 [Durrieu de
Madron et al., 2013].

Although the persistence of the different deep waters in the WMED could be partly studied with the large
number of observations collected during the last decade, the LION mooring offers new insights into deep
waters dynamics, a major element of the thermohaline circulation of the Mediterranean Sea. The 7 year of
h-S diagrams clearly shows the successive appearance of new deep water masses after each deep waters
formation event reached the seabed. However, after each winter of deep convection, the newly formed
deep waters spread into the whole basin and progressively mix with the former deep waters. This explains
the ‘‘attenuated’’ characteristics of the deep waters recorded during the summertime CTD-surveys, com-
pared to winter extrema recorded at the LION mooring. Several water masses composing the WMDW in the
western Mediterranean have been found to persist for several years since 2005 and might be related to a
mixing in the deepest layers less intense than previously thought, or to an increasing volume of newly
formed deep waters during the last years.

Appendix A: The LION Mooring Line: Instruments and Calibration

RBR sensors TR-1050/1 and TR-1060 (temperature recorders manufactured by RBR (https://rbr-global.com/)
were used between 150 and 700 m depth until June 2011, and were replaced afterward by SeaBird Temper-
ature Logger SBE56. SeaBird Microcat SBE37 (conductivity-temperature-pressure recorders) were located all
along the line between 150 m depth and 2300m. Nortek Aquadopp were deployed since LION3 (September
2008) at five levels measuring horizontal and vertical currents, while there were only two Aanderaa RCM 9
at 1000 and 2320 m depth during LION1 (September 2007/March 2008) and one Aanderaa RCM 9 at 1000m
LION2 (September 2008). Hence, during these two first deployments, we solely get the horizontal currents
from the current meters. The vertical resolution was improved during LION3 and since then, with 20 poten-
tial temperature records, 10 salinity records, and 5 current records spanning depths from 150 to 2320 m (30
m above the seabed). Here, the Aquadopp temperature data were not used because of the low resolution
and accuracy of the sensor (0.18) and much more accurate temperature data were available from other sen-
sors at about the same depths (several meters).

The severe environmental conditions imposed the use of a subsurface mooring, although the record of the
upper 150 m heat content was prevented. However, surface data could be obtained by glider profiles
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crossing nearby (<30 km) and by temperature records of the MF-LION meteorological buoy situated at
<4.5 km from the deep mooring (see section 2.2). RBR 1050/1060 and SBE56 temperature recorders were
set up with a 15 s sampling, while SBE37 CTD recorders and current meters had a sampling of 6 and 30 min,
respectively. In order to have a consistent data set with 30 min sampling rate, we subsampled the time
series recorded at a higher frequency.

The recovery percentage was satisfactory both for current meters (93%), temperature sensors (93%), and
CTD sensors (96%). In particular, due to a breaking at the base of the line during the recovery (April 2009),
we lost the bottom Aquadopp and no current data were obtained at 2300 m for the period from September
2008 to March 2009. During LION5, there were some battery issues on five SBE37 CTDs (165, 1100, 1300,
1780, and 200 m) that stopped recording in February 2011. A delayed recovery of the mooring in July 2012
caused battery issues for most of the current meters: the 150 m and the 2320 m current meters stopped
recording on 11 June 2012, while the 250 m and the 500 m depth stopped on 14 July 2012.

Since the recovery of LION4 (in June 2010), intercalibration of the moored instruments, after and before
each deployment, is performed. Niskin bottles are removed from the shipboard Rosette, and then Microcat
and RBR (or SBE56) are attached instead. We perform a hydrographic cast with a 20 min stop at 1000 m
depth, thus we can have a relative calibration of the moored instruments with the CTD probe SBE911plus.
Post and/or precruise calibrations, together with in-laboratory analysis of salinity bottles with a Salinometer
(Guildline Autosal) calibrated using standard water, provide an absolute accuracy of the measurements.
Overall, for all deep mooring data used in this study, calibration error was lower than 0.005 for S, and
0.0018C for h. No intercalibration was done from September 2007 to April 2009. At that time, comparisons
with CTD stations were the only solution to detect possible biases in the conductivity measurements. In this
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study, the conductivity corrections applied to the SBE37 CTD correspond to equivalent salinity corrections
ranging from 0.000 to 0.005 (details in Houpert [2014]).

Appendix B: Mixed Layer Depth Calculation

We choose a criterion Dh1 large enough to overcome the lower accuracy of the sensors attached below the
surface buoy. From November 2009 to July 2013, we choose Dh1 5 0.18C and a reference level at 10 m.
Compared to the commonly used Dh 5 0.28C criterion [De Boyer Montegut et al., 2004; D’Ortenzio et al.,
2005], this 0.18C criterion reduces the difference between a MLD calculated with a potential temperature cri-
terion and a MLD calculated on potential temperature-salinity profiles with an equivalent density criterion
[Houpert et al., 2015]. Using this first criterion, a Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) was calculated for the first 300 m
of the upper water column.

A second criterion was required to define a more accurate MLD from the deep mooring data, as potential
temperature gradients at the base of the ML can be smaller than dh 5 0.18C in winter when the mixing
exceed 1000 m depth (Figure B1a). A Dh1 5 0.18C is better adapted for the surface layer where the vertical
gradient is stronger. For the deep layers, the criterion has to be small enough to distinguish the homoge-
nized mixed layer from the underlying deep waters. After performing sensibility tests for different potential
temperature criteria and regarding the accuracy of the temperature sensors used on the LION mooring, we
defined a Dh2 5 0.018C criterion and a reference level at 300 m, corresponding to the depth of the first
SBE37 CTD of the deep LION mooring located below the LION buoy oceanographic sensors. If the MLD cal-
culated with the Dh1 criterion was deeper than 300m, then we used the second criterion Dh2 to define the
MLD, otherwise the MLD is calculated only with the Dh1 criterion.

Since there was no instrument below the MF-LION surface buoy before November 2009, we could only use
the sea surface temperature sensor at 1 m depth for the winter 2007–2008 and 2008–2009. Due to the low
accuracy of this sensor and the diurnal variability, we tested different criteria. We select the smallest Dh criteri-
on that indicates the periods where the MLD reached 300 m depth in agreement with the potential tempera-
ture time series of the top of the LION mooring (150, 200, 230, 250, 300 m depth, more details in Table 1). We
choose a criterion of 0.68C calculated between the potential temperature at 1 m and the potential tempera-
ture at 300 m: if the potential temperature difference between 1m and 300 m is below 0.68C, as for the 2009–
2013 period, the MLD is defined by a second criterion Dh2 5 0.018C and a reference level at 300 m depth.

The potential temperature profiles used for the calculation of the MLD were linearly interpolated between
the different mooring levels. We estimate the errors associated with the linear interpolation of the potential
temperature profiles by using all the available CTD profiles from 2007 to 2013 (ship CTD, gliders, profiling
floats) and by calculating for each profile the difference between the MLD calculated on the high-resolution
CTD profile and the MLD calculated on the same profile subsampled at the mooring vertical resolution and
linearly interpolated (Figure B1b and B1c). The improvements in the estimation on the MLD after the instal-
lation of the thermistor chain below the MF-LION buoy can be seen in Figure B1b. After 2009, the errors on
the MLD are about O(1 m) in the first 100 m, O(10 m) from 100 to 400 m depth and O(50 m) below 400 m
depth.

Appendix C: A 1-D Model to Study the Role of Winter Buoyancy Losses and Hydro-
graphic Preconditioning

Following Mertens and Schott [1998], we can express the surface buoyancy flux B, which depends on the
heat and freshwater fluxes at the sea surface, as:

B5
g
q0

ah

cw
Qnet1q0bSS E2Pð Þ

� �
(C1)

where g 5 9.81 m.s22 is the acceleration due to gravity, q0 5 1000 kg.m23 is the density reference, ah 5 2 3

1024.K21 and bS 5 7.6 3 1024 are the thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients, cw 5 4000
J.K.g21.K21 is the heat capacity of water, Qnet is the surface net heat loss, S is the sea surface salinity, and
E 2 P represents the net freshwater flux.

The buoyancy content (BC) of the water column is defined as:
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BC tð Þ5 g
q0

ð
q z; tð Þdz (C2)

The conservation of the BC undergoing a buoyancy flux B(t) between t and t 1dt implies:

BC t1dtð Þ2BC tð Þ5
ð

B tð Þdz (C3)

Following Turner’s formalism [Turner, 1973] and hypothesis (i.e., the vertical mixing is nonpenetrative) pro-
posed by [Lascaratos and Nittis, 1998], the buoyancy flux required to mix an initially stratified water column
down to the depth h can be written as:

h@h
@t

5
B tð Þ

N2 hð Þ (C4)

where N is the buoyancy frequency N252
g
q0

@q
@z

� �
, and B(t) the surface buoyancy flux defined in equation (C1).

Integrating equation (C4) gives:

IS Zð Þ5
ðZ

0

hN2 hð Þdh5

ðt1

t0

B tð Þdt (C5)

where IS(Z) represents an index of stratification of the water column [Herrmann et al., 2010].

In this work, we calculated IS(Z) using the interpolated mooring and buoy data (see section 3.2) and we evaluat-
ed the possible source of errors. Before November 2011, the stratification due to the salinity in the first 200 m is
unknown because of the absence of a conductivity sensor at the sea surface. To tackle this problem, we used
then a constant value corresponding to the shallowest salinity measurement (at 170 m depth). To evaluate the
error due to this approximation, we calculate IS(Z) using high-resolution potential temperature and salinity pro-
files collected in a 30 km radius from the mooring (from gliders, and research vessels). Then, we compared IS(Z)
to ISS0(Z), calculated with a constant salinity in the upper ocean. We also estimated the error due to the low ver-
tical resolution by computing ISS0 using the same salinity and potential temperature profiles but subsampled at
the depth of the sensors on the mooring (similar to the method presented in section 3.2).

Another potential source of error can come from biases in vertical density gradients induced by the intercal-
ibration of the different instruments. As we estimated an error in the calculation of the potential density
less than 0.005 kg.m23 (due essentially to the calibration of the conductivity sensors), we propagated this
error in the calculation of IS. For an integration to 1000 m depth, the error due to the accuracy of the inter-
calibration of the instruments represents between 13% and 34% of the total error (shown in section 4.2.4).
If we use a stratification index integrated down to 2300 m, the errors due to the intercalibration of the
instruments become too large (76%–92% of the total error) to have a relevant use of a stratification index
calculated using the mooring. The winter convection can be considered deep when it penetrates deeper
than the LIW (the intermediate water mass, located around 400 m depth) in the Northwestern Mediterra-
nean Sea, so a stratification index IS(1000) integrated down to 1000 m depth is enough to identify deep
convection event.
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